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BRAINball™ is an innovative and unique physical 
education learning system that merges physical 
activi-ty and academic learning through play.

Instructors and students use 100 mini soccer 
and basketballs and 100 lesson plans to develop 
math, reading, grammar, spelling, anatomy 
and foreign language skills. In addition to the 
physical benefits, significant improvement will be 
seen in gross and fine motor skills, cooperative 
and cognitive learning. BRAINball™ can be 
incorporated into Adapted Physi-cal Education 
programs as well as those teaching students with 
learning disabilities, such as dyslexia.

BRAINball™ is broadly adaptable across 
elementary and secondary grades, and while an 
excellent tool for physical education, it is also 
perfect for use in the classroom, after-school, 
recreation and sports programs.

Developed by the 
University School of 
Physical Education, 
Wroclaw, Poland in 
2002, BRAINball™ 
has almost two 
decades of proven 
research published 
in numerous 
books, research 
publications, 
and doctoral 
dissertations. Ask 
us how to set up a professional development 
workshop at your school.

What is BRAINball™?

Why use BRAINball™?
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BRAINball™ Research
STUDY #1: BRAINball™ is introduced in integrated education on reading 
and writing skills and physical education in students. RESULTS: Participants 
redcognized letters and read better.

STUDY #2: First grade students use BRAINball™ to help acquire knowledge and 
mathematical skills. RESULTS: By the end of the school year BRAINball™  participants 
had better results than their peers who didn’t. 

STUDY #3: BRAINball™ used in integrated education on reading and writing for dyslexic children.
RESULTS: Students improved in dictation writing and reading with comprehension.

STUDY #4: BRAINball™ is used to help adapt students to physical exercise. RESULTS: Results showed students had 
a similar level of heart rate whether they were using BRAINballs or regular play balls 

STUDY #5: The effectiveness of developing hand-eye coordination using BRAINball™. 
RESULTS: When tested at the end of the school year tests showed stronger results in the right hand than the left. 

STUDY #6: Graphomotor skills, eye-hand coordination and temporal-spatial orientation improvement. 
RESULTS: Positive changes in these areas were seen in all students. 

STUDY #7: Using BRAINball™ in P.E. along with subject matter from classes. 
RESULTS: Those P.E. classes showed BRAINball™ helps teach basic movement and 
writing skills 

DID YOU KNOW?
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Each set includes a lesson book filled with 100 
games/activities, 100 mini basketballs and 
soccer balls (size 3) in five colors – red, orange, 
yellow, blue and green – and equipment bags. 
There are 40 yellow and 40 green basketballs 
with letters (upper & lower case) and numbers, 
8 red and 8 blue soccer balls with math symbols, 
and 4 orange “wild card” (blank) balls. BRAINball™ 
book is not sold individually.

What does BRAINball™ include?

Sample Lesson
Lesson Title

What kind of playing area is needed for the lesson

B as in BRAINBALL

Area: gymnasium or open air

Visual aid for easier understanding
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